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Single Mom Money Lessons
Can we really ever thank our moms enough? She cleaned our diapers, fed us, took care of
us when we were sick and passed down many of life’s lessons in the hopes that we could
learn from her mistakes. The different ways she took care of us help make us who we are
today. There are many money lessons that you can also share with your children to keep
them on the right track!

Needs and Wants
“Mom I want this” and “Mom, I want that.” One of the best things that a mom can tell a
child is NO. At the time your children won’t think that is so great but it teaches them
that they can’t get everything they want. The truth of the matter is there were only a few
things that are needed; food, clothing, shelter and love. In adulthood your children will
understand the invaluable lesson of the difference between needs and wants. And
financially speaking, you will both be much better off.

It’s Good to Share
My mom really didn’t say it that way, she basically said if I didn’t share my toys with my little sister, she was going to take
them away from me and give them all to her. Being an adult, I now understand the importance of sharing with others
because I have found that the most satisfied people are the ones that share the most. Why is that? The positive feelings
you experience when you share with others last much longer than the temporary high you get when you waste your money
on yourself. Teaching your children how to share their financial resources will develop discipline and an awareness of
others’ misfortune which can help keep them focused on what is truly important, which by the way can have a profound
effect on their finances in the long term.

Paying Yourself First
When I was growing up, I had a lot of chores that needed to
get done if I wanted to get my allowance. From washing the
dishes to taking the dog out, I would get a weekly allowance
if I completed what I was supposed to do. I was also given a
piggy bank from my mom. She would expect me to always
put a little money in my piggy bank for a rainy day. She
didn’t mind if I spent some of my allowance on candy or toys,
but she taught me the valuable lesson of always paying myself
first. That lesson will also serve your children well. Teach
them to work hard for their money and to make sure they are
always paying themselves first!

Not Giving Up
I remember after my mom came home from work, she would
still find the energy to make dinner every night. I also recall
her working two jobs when my dad was laid off so my sister
and I wouldn’t do without. I think what impressed me most was that even when she was sick or not feeling well my mom
still would find the energy to take care of us and when the going got tough, my mom kept going! That same trait is
extremely important to instill in your children because there will be setbacks.
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Whenever you might be feeling bad or success seems out of reach, keep in the back of your head your children are
watching you closely so show them the importance of never giving up!
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How to Order and Review Your Credit Report
From buying a car, house, or any time you need to borrow money, the information on
your credit report can mean the difference of several thousands in extra interest
you may pay depending what is on that report. Your credit history is collected
from public records, your creditors, and other reliable sources and is available to
your current and prospective creditors, employers, and other entities that are
allowed by law. Before we talk about what is contained in your credit report, let’s
talk about how you are able to get yours. There are many sites and companies you
may go through to receive a copy of your credit report but
www.AnnualCreditReport.com is the ONLY official site explicitly directed by
Federal law to provide you a free credit report every 12 months if you ask. You may
also call 1-877-322-8228 or complete the Annual Credit Report Request Form as
alternate ways to request a copy.

You are entitled to one free credit report per year from each of the three major creditreporting agencies (CRAs) which are Equifax, Experian and TransUnion. With the rise on the amount of
identity theft cases, instead of ordering from all three (CRAs) at once, consider spacing them out throughout
the year so you can monitor your credit periodically. For example order your Equifax credit report in January,
your Experian credit report in May, and your TransUnion in September.

So what type of information is on your credit report? Depending on
which of CRAs you are getting your credit report from, they may be
a little different but basically they all contain the same type of credit
information which is just an organized list of information that relates
to your credit file. Below is an example of the information that may
be in an Experian Credit Report.

Potentially Negative Item
Under this section are items that creditors may view less favorably for example, accounts with late payments,
accounts that have been charged off or sent to collection, bankruptcies, liens and judgments. Generally,
negative information such as a late payment is removed after seven years. Chapter 7, 11, and 12 bankruptcies
may remain on your credit report for up to 10 years. Unpaid tax liens may remain for up to 10 years from the
filing date. Paid tax liens may remain for up to sever years from the filing date.
Accounts in Good Standing
This section list accounts that have a positive status where potential creditors may view favorably. It will
contain information regarding your accounts such as the name of the company, the address identification
number, the state, the date the account was opened, what type of account (i.e. credit card), the Credit Limit,
the date of status, monthly payment, recent balance, the date is was last reported (for example if the account was
closed in 07/2008), who is responsible for the account (individual, etc.), and most recent payment. Keep in
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mind that not all of your creditors report information so you might find that some of your accounts are not
listed.
Record of Request for Your Credit History
Under this section there is a list of companies that have requested to review your credit history. These request
are also known as “inquiries”. There are two types of inquiries, once that have been initiated by you (for
example going to a car dealership and they pulled your credit report) and others not initiated by you such as
creditors who would like to send you pre-approved credit, your employer, or a current creditor who wants to
monitor and review your accounts.
Personal Information
Under this section your credit report contains information that has been provided by
you, your creditors and other sources. For example your name, your name identification
number, your address, your address identification number, the type of residence,
geographical code and even telephone numbers. You may also have added a personal
statement that you have added to your credit report and that information would be
included also.
Important Messages (such as Know Your Rights)
Under this section, you are provided a summary of your rights under the Fair Credit Reporting Act. Some of
the information that is included is your right to dispute incomplete or inaccurate information, your right that
reporting agencies may not report outdate negative information. (Negative information that is more than seven
years old, or bankruptcies that are more than 10 years old). You may limit “pre-screen” offers of credit and
insurance. You make seek damages from violators. There are also other rights that are located in this section
that you should be familiar with.
Contacting US (how to file a Dispute file)
Your credit report should include instructions on how to file a dispute so that if you discover any incorrect
information in your credit report, you can promptly ask the CRAs to begin an investigation into your claim.
www.consumer.ftc.gov is a great resource to learn more about your credit report.
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4 Financial Nuggets to Impart with Your Graduate
There are some things that you don’t want your child to learn from their
friends or learn the hard way. One of them is the birds and the bees and the
other is anything to do with money. For your graduate it is a time full of
excitement and endless possibilities but also a time of uncertainty as they
transition to another part in their lives. I have 4 financial nuggets you can
impart with your graduate!

1. More Pay Won’t Bring More Happiness
Encourage your graduate to choose a career field or a job based on
what they love to do and not by how much they might make. They will be spending more time at work than
anywhere else so if they are miserable at work they will have a miserable life. The key is to find something they
love to do and that they can get paid for doing it.
2. It is Good to Give
The people most content with their own lives are the ones that share their good fortune with others. You have
heard the saying it is better to give than to receive. The feeling you get when you give last much longer than the
feeling you get when you spend your money on stuff. Giving of your time and money develops discipline that will
serve them well in any aspect of their lives. An awareness of others’ misfortune will help them to stay focused on
what’s truly important in their lives.
3. Expect the Unexpected, and Save For It!

Nobody likes to plan on things going wrong such as their car needing new tires or some other
unexpected expense, but you need to remind your graduate that they should have some cash in safe,
short term savings to cover these types of emergencies, because it isn’t a matter of if they will happen, it
is only a matter of when. The ultimate goal is for them to have at least 3-6 months of their monthly
non-discretionary spending in an account separate from their checking account.
4. Small Sacrifices Now Will Pay Big Dividends Later
The Power of Compounding! When your graduate gets their first job, ensure to encourage them to start putting
something away for retirement. If they put in some money now, they will never miss it later. Let them know also
if the company they work for has a company match, that is free money and to never say NO to free money. You
can’t stress this enough to them that small sacrifices now will pay big dividends later.
Mom’s never want their kids to make the same mistakes they made when they were younger so take some time with your
graduate and let them know you love them, you are proud of them and that you have changed the lock on your doors if
they ever decide on wanting to move back in with you! Kidding aside, your graduate will be on their own now so the
financial choices they make now and in the future will either make their lives a little easier that what you may have
experienced. At the end, we just want what’s best for our graduate!
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Estate Planning: Not Just for the “Rich and Famous”
Most people think that estate planning is only
for the rich and famous. While you may think
that you do not fall into that category,
contrary to popular belief, those who are not
rich and famous should also consider having
their estate planning documents in order prior
to death or incapacity, and this is especially
true if you are a single mom! Planning for
death or incapacity might not be something
you ever thought of, but if you fail to plan for
it, there is a possibility that someone you
haven’t selected might be making decision on
your behalf that could possibly affect the care
of your children.
Before I go any further I want to point out that while the following information deals with legal subject matter, it is not
legal advice or legal representation. Because of the rapidly changing nature of the law, neither the author of this article
nor the staff of the Life of Single Mom Ministries makes any warranty or guarantee of the accuracy or reliability of
information contained in this article; therefore we assume no responsibility for any information provided. I need to stress
that this article is for informational purposes only and does not constitute legal advice. No one should rely upon the
information as constituting legal advice. Please consult an attorney for advice pertaining to your individual
circumstances.
With the disclaimers out of the way, why as a single mom should you consider having an estate plan?
When you die, your property will go somewhere
No matter if you have estate planning documents or not, your
property will go to someone else, it just might not go where you want it
to go. For example if you do not have your property or accounts
titled/registered in the correct way, if you have out of date beneficiaries
on your contracts (life insurance or retirement accounts for instance), or
you die intestate (which means dying without a Will), the person or
persons who might be relying on those assets after you die could face a
financial burden because those resources might not be available or their
distribution may be significantly delayed.
Make your wishes known NOW while you are competent
Nobody ever plans on becoming ill or being involved in an accident that
may leave them physically or mentally unable to manage their affairs. If
you become unable to communicate or make rational decisions, especially regarding your health, money or the
care of your children, not only could it leave you in a bind but also the people who might have to take care of
you.
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Try to protect your children as much as possible
You might consider having an attorney help you create a Testamentary Trust. A Testamentary Trustis
established by your Will and in it you can appoint a responsible representative or guardian to help oversee your
assets and also make specific instructions regarding the health and welfare for your children if they were ever to
be orphaned.
Pay now or someone else may pay more later
How much will this cost you? Sitting down with an attorney that specializes in estate planning may cost you
some money now, but it might be worth it in the long run. There are low cost and pro bono legal services
available for low-income single moms for those who qualify.
What could happen if I don’t have an estate plan?
State law will decide who gets your property, not you! A judge will determine who gets custody of your children,
not you! There are many other things that could happen such as additional expenses, fees, taxes, etc. but no
matter how much money you might or might not have, it is important to have your estate planning documents
in place and in order because not doing so can bring about much emotional and financial pain for the people
you leave behind!
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Different Decisions = Different Results
Who couldn’t use some extra money? I know I could. Something else I know is that people who have money
earn interest on theirs, instead of paying interest to someone else. If you are ready for some different results and
want to start earning interest on some of your money, try applying these tips so you can spend less and save
more.
1. Eliminate cable or at least reduce the number of channels to which you subscribe
2. Sell items you no longer use on Craigslist, EBay, or at a yard sale
3. Only drink water at lunch and dinner and never order dessert
4. If you have a cell phone, get rid of your home phone
5. Pack your lunches and snacks instead of eating out or using the
vending machine
6. Turn the thermostat down in the winter and up in the summer
7. Exchange your smart phone for a TracFone
8. Bargain shop for clothes, food and household items
9. Sell your plasma
10. Make a list and make sure you eat before going grocery shopping
11. Pay yourself before paying anyone else (if you bank online set it up as
an automatic bill)
12. Check out movies from the library instead of renting or ordering ondemand
13. Sell your jewelry that you seldom or never wear
14. Choose generic/store brand over brand name
15. Spend time helping others instead of spending money on things
that can’t love you back
Insanity is doing the same thing over and over again and expecting different results. There are many ways that
you can spend less and save more but the most important lesson is that you have to start making different
decisions when it comes to your money. If you do that, you will start getting different results.
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Simple Ways to Save Thousands
In light of recent difficult
economic times and in
remembering those times when
I scraped pennies to put gas in
my car to get to work, I want to
share some simple, but valuable
ideas on how to save money in
your household.

1. Invest in a thermos and make your own premium coffee at home. It is estimated that coffee shops’ average cup
of coffee with all the fixings is $4.00 and the average American buys 3 per week. This is almost $50 per
month spent on luxury coffee. That’s $600 per year!
2. Unplug all appliances in your home when not in use. That’s right. Unplug that television, lamp, blender, and
can opener. Even when appliances are not in use, they still use energy when staying plugged in. I learned
this little tip a few years ago and immediately saw a difference in my electricity bill. (I would estimate
about $50 per month, at least!)
3. Call your credit card company and ask for a lower rate. It seems simply, right? The truth is, many Americans
secured a credit card many years ago and have paid satisfactory for many years. The rate may have been at
19% several years ago, but credit card companies will very often lower your rate in order to save your
business. (Obviously, I recommend having $0 credit card debt, but in the event you already have the debt,
get the lowest rate possible).
4. Shop cable, internet, and phone companies. Most of us sign up for these services when moving into our new
place and rarely every do anything different. Because the economic market is suppressed, competition
among companies is very high. Call your companies and ask for
their very best deals. Then, simply shop with competitors.
(I have even been paid $100 cash to stay with my phone
company in the past!)
5. Refinance your home, if you are a homeowner. Rates are as low as
3.25% right now, which is unprecedented. If you are paying
more than this on your home mortgage now (and you can
recoup closing costs on the new loan within 30 months), go for it! There can be drastic savings on your
monthly mortgage note and your long-term interest.
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Healthy Eating on a Budget
As single moms, we have a lot on our plates, including work, family, church, and other activities. Add cooking
healthy, budget- and family-friendly meals every night, it can feel a bit overwhelming. With a little planning
that takes into consideration how hectic the week can be we can stay on budget and stay healthy. Here are 10
smart tips from our readers that make eating healthy on a tight budget feel easy!
1. Buy fresh produce when it's in season and freeze it. Fresh produce is always great, but the cost can add up
fast. Stick with buying what's currently in season, and consider stocking up when you find a good deal.
2. Look for sales and plan meals accordingly. If your local grocery store offers a savings card be sure to sign
up, and check the weekly circular to see what's on sale. Instead of shopping for groceries based on your
weekly meal plan, consider planning your meals around what's on sale.
3. Try less expensive cuts of meat. You can still enjoy meat, even when you're on a tight budget. Look for less
expensive cuts of meat, like chicken thighs instead of chicken breasts, and try different cooking methods,
like the slow cooker, to make tougher cuts of meat tender and juicy.
4. Embrace whole grains and beans. Beans and whole grains, like quinoa and brown rice are an inexpensive
and tasty way to bulk up meals, and can even be a meal in themselves.
5. Plan and prep meals ahead. Whether it's veggies for the week, tomorrow's breakfast, lunches or dinners,
prepping food in advance is a step in the right direction towards eating healthy. Plus, it's also a good way
to make sure you're eating what's in the fridge, to minimize waste.
6. Broaden your culinary horizons! Cuisines, like Mexican and Indian, rely heavily on inexpensive
ingredients, like beans and rice.
7. Keep an organized fridge and pantry. Leftovers are always great, but it totally defeats the purpose if they
get lost in the back of the fridge. Label leftovers and keep your fridge organized to help minimize food
waste.
8. Repurpose leftovers. If you don't like eating the same meal over and over, consider repurposing
leftovers into an entirely new and delicious meal.
9. Go to the farmers market at the end of the day. Depending on where you live, farmers markets may or may
not save you money during regular hours. Consider visiting the market at the end of the day, when you
could very likely score some great deals.
10. Shop at ethnic markets. Consider
checking out local ethnic markets.
Not only are you likely to find a
bargain on certain products, you'll
also find some really interesting
ingredients.
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